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The results of an experimental investigation of the mean heat-transfer coeffi- 
cients on a surface blown by a flow of air leaking in from a perforated plate 
are presented. 

A considerable amount of work has been done on the heat exchange on surfaces blown by 
turbulent jets [1-6]. During the last fe~ years there has been considerable interest in 
studying the heat exchange on surfaces blown by laminar flows in a rarefied medium (cooling 
of microelectronic apparatus, the thermostatic control of certain objects operating under 
vacuum conditions, etc.). 

The purpose of the present paper is to describe an experimentaldetermination of the 
mean heat-exchange coefficients on a plane surface blown with a broadside rectangular beam 
of circular air jets, leaking from a perforated plate, and to establish how the intensity 
of the heat exchange depends on the basic geometrical and operating parameters. 

The experimental arrangement employed is shown in Fig. i. A perforated plate 5 is 
placed between a cover 3 and the body i0. Using a controllable insert 9, a specified height 
of the operating channel between the perforated plate and the heat-transfer surface could 
be chosen (h=3, 8, and 13 mm). The heat-transfer surface consists of five copper plates 
under which were autonomous electric heaters. 

The perforated plate had dimensions of 300 x 78 x 1.5 mm. The diameter of the perfora- 
tions was 1 mm, and the distance between them was 2 mm, arranged in a line. The ratio of 
the total area of cross section of the openings to the total surface of the plate was 19%. 

The flow of air arriving at each section was measured with a separate rotameter 2 and 
was controlled by a value i. The main operating parameters were as follows: the flow of 
air through one section was (0.062-0.31).10 -3 kg/sec, the velocity of the jet in the opening 
was 0.07-0.35 m/sec, Reynolds's number was 3.8-18.9, and the pressure of the medium was (6.0- 
8.0).104 N/m 2. 

When calculating ~ we took as the defining temperature the temperature difference 
between the copper plate and the flow of air at the entrance to the perforated plate T W -- 
To. When determining the Nu and Re numbers we took as the characteristic dimension the 
diameter of the perforations d. An attempt to use the height h as the characteristic dimen- 
sion did not give positive results. 

Figure 2 shows data on the local heat exchange for T W = const. It can be seen from the 
figure that the local values of the heat-exchange coefficient decrease as the effect of the 
"waste air '~ increases. For example, for the initial part (plate No. i), where, as common- 
ly assumed, the flow of waste air is not yet formed, the value of the heat-exchange coeffi- 
cient is greatest. For the following part (plates Nos. 2-5) the heat-exchange coefficient 
is somewhat lower. A similar form of change was also observed in [3], despite the fact that 
the Reynolds's number there was considerably greater: (332-3.7)-104 . it can also be seen 

from the figure that the heat-exchange coefficient for plates No. 2-5 for the same flow of 
blown gas is practically constant. 
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Fig. i. Sketch of the working part 
of the experimental equipment: I) 
control valve; 2) RS-IG rotameter; 3) 
cover; 4) partition; 5) perforated 
plate; 6) guard end heater; 7) main 
heater; 8) guard heater; 9) control 
insert; I0) body; ii) heat-transfer 
plate. 

An analysis of all the physical variablesdescribing the cooling of the surface blown 
by a beam of circular jets shows that in our ~ase the experimental data can be described 
by an equation of the form 

Nu = cRemPr~ (dh--~-) n. 

Figure 3 shows experimental data on the convective heat exchange plotted in logarithmic 
coordinates. As can be seen from Fig. i, as the height of the channel h increases, the heat 
exchange falls considerably. Thus, the straight line 3 for h = 13 mm is lower than straight 
lines i and 2 for h =3 mm and h = 8 mm, respectively. In contrast to these results, for a 
turbulent flow of air the maximum value of the heat-exchange coefficient is obtained for 
h/d=8 [7, 8]. 

The slope of the straight lines to the abscissa axis is 0.55. A value close to our 
value for the power of the Reynolds's number Re was also obtained for an infinite single 
jet [9]. According to these data m = 0.5. 
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Fig. 2. Effect of a transverse flow 
of air on the intensity of convective 
heat exchange in a plane channel: 
No. 1-5) plates. 
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Fig. 4 

Fig. 3. Heat transfer on a plane surface for a perpendicular flow of air 
through the perforated wall: i) h = 3 mm; 2) 8 mm; 3) 13 mm. 

Fig. 4. Effect of the geometrical parameter h/d on the heat transfer for 
a perpendicular supply of air through the perforated wall. 

Figure 4 shows the effect of the geometrical parameter on the intensity of the heat 
exchange in a channel, from which it can be seen that the index for h/d is a negative number. 

By processing the experimental data we obtained the following empirical relationship 
describing the experimental results with an accuracy of • 

Nu = cReO.~SprO.33 ( _ ~ _ )  - ~  

In this case the value of the coefficient c was as follows: at the initial part c=0.163, 
and for plates Nos. 2-5, c=0.135. 

Hence, an analysis of the experimental data has shown that for perpendicular blowing 
through perforations and low air flow rates the heat exchange from the plane surface is con- 
siderably less than for turbulent flow. When the flow of air is increased, e.g., by a fac- 
tor of 3 keeping the remaining parameters unchanged, the mean heat-exchange coefficient 
increases by a factor of ~ 2. Consequently, by an appropriate choice of the flow of gas 
this method of cooling can be quite acceptable for cooling certain types of apparatus. 
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